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We are now booking in TB advisory visits.
In case you’ve missed the previous
information, these are funded visits with a
view to raise awareness of risk-factors
influencing TB incidence and offer
practical solutions to help mitigate the
risk, or coping strategies should you find
yourself under restrictions now or in the
future. We’ll provide you with some
bespoke advice and recommendations to
your farm and situation, and there’s
another funded visit approximately 6
months after the first to see how things
have gone. There is also scope for some
participating farms to perform a badger
sett survey on your land.

To book your visit, we first need to submit
a short application form. This can take a
few days to be approved, then we can
confirm a date with either myself (James)
or Lucy Yarnold.

Part of the visit includes looking at the
local TB situation, which can be viewed on
an interactive map at www.ibtb.co.uk This
is also a useful tool if buying in stock to
look at the vendor’s TB history and that of
their local area.

As 6-monthly TB testing starts to bite
along with an unfortunate increase in
TB breakdowns in our area, TB
testing work is busier than ever.
Thankfully Kimmy Stanton, our new
member of staff, is now a fully
qualified approved tuberculin tester
(ATT) to help with the increased
workload.

Whilst we do our best to
accommodate farmers’ preferences
for TB tests, sometimes this is just
not possible with the other work we
need to do. You can rest assured,
however, that TB testing is so
standardised, and we are subjected to
regular audits to ensure this, that the
result will be the same whichever vet
or ATT carries it out.



As part of our commitment to lifelong learning as vets, we sometimes come across research which really stimulates
our interest. Recently Lucy Yarnold and I have both found some information on cattle behaviour which although we
probably all know subconsciously, it’s nice to know that someone has actually written it down. This can also help
new, young or inexperienced staff as it’s important to have a consistent way of working with cattle amongst the
whole farm team so cows know what to expect. Given the sad number of fatalities in the farming profession
involving livestock, it’s really worth taking just a few minutes to review safe practices.

Alarmed and over-excited cattle are dangerous. Give them time to settle down, particularly when they’ve just been
moved into the yards. They’ll be a lot easier and safer to work with. Some things upset cattle and other things calm
them down. Understanding these will make your job easier.

Agitated cattle often bellow loudly and paw the ground with their hooves. The head and tail positions of cattle also
give clues as to the animal’s state of mind. Be on the lookout for these danger signs.

Neutral position  Slightly antagonistic Highly antagonistic Confident approach Submissive approach  flight position

Grazing or walking   Cold, ill or frightened    Threatening/curiosity/excitement    Galloping         Kicking or playing

Cattle have good memories. They learn quickly and they soon work out who frightens them and who treats them
well. Sometimes they will get stressed, such as during castration, weaning and the first milking. If you treat them
gently at those times, it’ll pay off in the future.

Working with them in a quiet,
confident way
Familiarity and familiar people
Gentle, low sounds
Rhythmical sounds
Talking quietly to the animals
Stroking
Silence

Being hungry and/or thirsty
Loud noise – dogs barking,
shouting, revving engines
Being hit or beaten
Electric prodders
Painful, new or strange objects
Being chased
People in their ‘personal space’,
Sickness or injury


